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ABSTRACT

Great improvements have been made in computer
technology over the last forty years.

Today, systems are

being developed to solve complex problems that were
previously thought to be out of the reach of computer
solutions.

Unfortunately, advances in software

development techniques have been outpaced by the
advances made in hardware development techniques.

In

recent years, effort has been made to formalize software
development techniques suitable for real-time systems.
This paper presents an object-oriented approach to realtime systems development.

The object-oriented

development approach is applied to a real-time case study
problem.

The case study involves controlling the speed

of a toy train such that it can catch a ball dropping off
a rail located above the track.

The application of the

object-oriented development approach to this problem for
the analysis, design, and implementation phases of the
software development cycle is described.

Conclusions are

drawn about the advantages and disadvantages of the
object-oriented development approach versus the
structured development approach for real-time system
development.
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INTRODUCTION
Computer technology has changed considerably since
Charles Babbage built his polynomial evaluator in 1820.
His evaluating machine was constructed using mechanical
gears.

ENIAC, the first large-scale electronic computer,

was developed in 1946.

During these early days of the

electronic computer, most of the technological advances
were made in the area of hardware.

The belief was that

hardware was "hard" and therefore difficult to change
while software was "soft" and easy to change.

Hardware

costs also outweighed the costs associated with the
software involved.

Therefore, careful thought was placed

in hardware development with much less thought placed in
software development.

The development of software was an

afterthought which served as an appendage to the
hardware.
The methodology used to develop software during
these early days was simple enough to follow.

The

programmer wrote code and placed it onto the hardware.
If it did not work, it was easy to change, compared to
hardware, until it did work.

Therefore, it was commonly

thought that planning the development of the software, in
the same manner as the hardware, was not worth the
effort.
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As technology advanced, hardware costs dropped
sharply.

With hardware becoming cheaper, it became

economically feasible to develop systems that could
handle more complex problems that were previously thought
out of the reach of computer solutions.

Software soon

took over as the driving cost factor in system
development.

Systems were completed late, ran over cost

estimates, and did not work as originally planned.

These

problems were a direct result of writing code "until it
worked."

During the 1960's, the term ''software crisis"

was used to characterize the software problems.

It was

realized that simply scaling up the methods used to
develop smaller systems was inadequate to solve large
complex system problems.
A number of new methodologies have come into
existence since that time.

These new methodologies

treat software development as an engineering discipline
in which the software solution to a problem is analyzed,
designed, implemented, and tested.

Unfortunately, most

of these methodologies have proven to fall short in
solving real-time system problems.

One recently

developed technique that has been suggested for the
development of real-time systems is the object-oriented
approach.

The purpose of this paper is to provide an

evaluation of the object-oriented approach in the
development of a real-time system.

A real-time train
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control problem was solved using the object-oriented
approach.

The advantages and disadvantages of the

object-oriented approach to solve the train control
problem are discussed.

A comparison of this approach to

a structured development approach is also discussed.
The following sections provide a discussion of the
characteristics of real-time systems.

A description of

the real-time train control problem that was used as the
case study is also provided.
Characteristic of Real-Time Systems
What is a real-time system?

Real-time systems have

been defined as a systems which "execute in real time."
But what does ''execute in real time" mean?

The Second

College Edition of the American Heritage Dictionary
defines real time, as used in this context, as "The
actual time in which a physical process under computer
study or control occurs."

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate

Dictionary defines real time as "The actual time during
which something takes place."

Both definitions suggest

that real-time systems operate under time constraints of
some sort.

In order to understand the origin of these

time constraints, it is appropriate to look at those
characteristics of real-time systems which set them apart
from systems that are not real-time systems.

As stated

by Mellor and Ward (1985), real-time systems possess the
following characteristics.
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Real-time systems normally contain sensors which act
as senses to the system.

These sensors provide

information to the system in continuous streams.
Examples of such sensors include temperature measurement
devices, depth sounders and sonars.

Real-time systems

also frequently output control information to devices.
These sensors and devices can be thought of as the
environment in which the real-time system exists and
operates.

The system will generally accept information

from the environment, analyze the information, and output
information to change the environment as a result of the
analysis.

An aircraft autopilot system is an example of

such a real-time system.

A set of sensors provides

information pertaining to the speed, bearing, and
altitude of the aircraft.

The autopilot system evaluates

the information and outputs control signals to a set of
devices to adjust the speed, bearing, or altitude of the
aircraft.

The autopilot system, in effect, monitors,

responds, and controls the environment in which it
exists.
Real-time systems often require concurrent
processing to monitor and/or control the sensors and
devices that are

connected to it.

Concurrent processing

is often required because real-time systems usually have
to accept inputs from multiple sensors within the same
time interval.

Inputs from the sensors cause control to
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be transferred from the currently executing task to the
task which handles the inputs.

Inputs from the sensors

are usually interrupt driven.
The time interval in which a real-time system must
accept information from the sensors, process the
information, and respond to the information is extremely
fast in human terms.

A time interval of one second is

fast in human terms, but is considered extremely slow for
a real-time system.

Real-time systems are often

required to sample or acquire information from the
sensors connected to it many times each second.
The tolerable variation in response time to inputs
for a real-time system is much smaller than for a non
real-time system.

The response time of an interactive

system may vary from one second up to a number of
seconds, and even minutes, based on the work load placed
on the system.
luxury.

Real-time systems do not have the same

An autopilot system that varies its response to

a warning alarm from a fraction of a second to ten
seconds could result in a plane crash.
It should be noted that every real-time system does
not necessarily contain all of the characteristics
previously discussed.

A real-time system may contain

all or just a subset of these characteristics.

In any

case, these characteristics provide an understanding of
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real-time systems and the time constraints imposed on
such systems.
The Train Control Problem
As previously discussed, the problem used as the
case study was a real-time train control system.

The

physical layout of the system is shown in Figure 1.

The

objective of the system is to control the speed of the
toy train such that a ball released from the rail above
the track can be caught by the train as the ball falls
off at the end of the rail.

The speed of the train is

controlled by adjusting the amount of voltage which is
applied to the track.

A digital to analog converter is

used to perform this task.

Ten infrared sensors are

placed along the track to provide the positional
information of the train.

Six infrared sensors are

placed along the rail to provide the positional
information of the ball.

A solenoid is used to hold the

ball in its start position until it needs to be released.
The infrared sensors and the solenoid are also connected
to the digital to analog control hardware.
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Physical Layout of the Train Control System

ANALYSIS OF THE TRAIN CONTROL PROBLEM
The first phase of the software development cycle is
the analysis phase.

The analysis phase could equally be

called the requirements analysis, requirements
definition, or simply the definition phase.

The main

goal of the analysis phase is to gain a better
understanding of the problem which needs to be solved.
Both the Systems Analyst (or Software Engineer) and the
customer must sit down to define the requirements of the
system which will be developed.

The requirements are

agreed upon and written down to establish the boundaries
on the solution space of the problem.

The criteria by

which the system is to be judged a success are also
defined in the analysis phase.
The analysis phase is the most important phase of the
software development cycle.

Regardless of how well the

system is designed, coded, and tested, it cannot be
judged successful if it does not solve the user's
problem.

Therefore, careful thought must be used during

the analysis of the problem.
The next sections show the analysis of the train
control problem.
the analysis.

An object-oriented approach was used in

First, the object-oriented analysis
8
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approach is described.

Second, the object-oriented

analysis approach is applied to the train control
problem.
Object-Oriented Analysis
Development of the software for the train control
problem is based on the steps outlined by Booch in
Software Engineering With ADA (1983) and "Object-Oriented
Development" (1986).

Booch established an object-

oriented design methodology with the following steps:
1.

Define the Problem,

2.

Develop an Informal Strategy,

3.

Formalize the Strategy.

The first two steps can be considered the analysis phase
of the object-oriented design methodology.

In the first

step, the problem to be solved is defined.

Any analysis

technique, such as data flow diagrams, can be used in
this step.

The goal is to develop a conceptual model

that represents the structure of the problem space.
In the second step, an informal strategy is created
that parallels the real-world.

The informal strategy is

expressed, using a natural language description, in terms
of the concepts from the problem space.

The goal is to

develop a paragraph description of the problem in terms
of real-world entities.
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An Application of Object-Oriented Analysis
As previously stated, the first step of objectoriented analysis is defining the problem.

A

description of the train control problem was provided in
the introduction of this paper.

Figure 2 shows the

problem space of the train control problem.

Devices and

sensors of the train control problem include the train,
the infrared sensors, and the ball chute.

A general

operational understanding of each sensor and device is
needed before an overall problem statement can be
specified.
The operation of the toy train involves applying a
voltage to the track which is transferred to the train's
motor.
faster.

As the voltage .increases, the train travels
The voltage is normally supplied by a switching

box which converts ac current from a wall outlet to a de
voltage.
A solenoid is located at the ball chute to hold and
release the ball.

A voltage applied to the solenoid

holds the ball at its initial location on the rail.
Removing the voltage from the solenoid releases the ball,
allowing it to roll along the rail.
The infrared sensors are located along the track and
along the rail.

Each sensor is in an off state until a

contact is made to switch them to an on state.

Contacts
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are made when either the train or the ball pass over the
sensors.

The sensors return to the off state when the

contact is broken.
An overall problem statement for the train control
problem is:
Design a program that will control the speed of
a toy train, such that a ball released by the
ball chute (through user command) can be caught
by the train as the ball falls off the end of
the rail.
The next step in the object-oriented analysis phase
is the development of an informal strategy.

The informal

strategy takes on the form of a paragraph description of
the problem in terms of real-world entities.

The

informal strategy for the · train control problem is:
A system is to be developed that will control the
speed of a toy train as it travels around a
circular track.

The train's speed is to be set

constant at its maximum speed until the ball is
released by the ball chute. The system will
asynchronously get the operator command to release
the ball.

The released ball will roll along a rail

located above the track.

The system must

continuously estimate the time at which the ball
will drop off the end of the rail.

The speed of the

train is to be continuously determined and set such
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that the ball lands in the cargo car of the train
when it drops off the rail.

After catching the

ball, the train is to travel back to the ball chute
and stop.

The system will get the operator command

to continue the program on another run or to
terminate.

A set of 16 infrared sensors provide

positional information of the ball and the train.
Six of the sensors are located along the rail and
ten sensors are located along the track.

The

sensors are read to determine their status.

DESIGN OF THE TRAIN CONTROL PROBLEM
The second phase of the software development cycle
is the design phase.

The design phase provides the

transition from the detailed "what" the systems will do
to "how" the system will do it.

Fairly (1985) states

that design involves conceiving, planning out, and
specifying the internal structure and processing details
of the software product.

Fairly further states that the

goals of design are to specify the internal structure and
processing details, to record design decisions and
indicate why certain alternatives and trade-offs were
chosen, and to provide a blueprint for the implementation
of the system.

Although the design process is creative

in nature, there are certain characteristics which will
indicate that the design is a good design.

These

characteristics are modularity, abstraction, information
hiding, coupling, cohesion, and control (Pfleeger 1987).
Modularity is the use of well-defined, manageable
units with well-defined interfaces among the units.

The

high-level units provide an overview of the whole system
and hide the details needed to perform each task.

The

details of the task are found in the low-level units.
Modularity allows complex details in the solution to be
14
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isolated from other parts of the design.

Understanding

the design becomes easier because functions provided by
the system are located in small functional units instead
of haphazardly scattered throughout the entire system.
Abstraction provides a separation of c~nceptual
aspects of the design from the implementation details.
The designer is free to specify the functional
characteristics of modules that are used to manipulate
data structures without specifying the inessential
details actually found in the modules.
Information hiding is similar to abstraction.

Each

module hides the internal details used to implement the
algorithm needed to perform the desired function.

The

implementation details that do not affect other parts of
the system are made inaccessible.
Coupling is the measure of the extent to which
modules depend on each other.

A loosely coupled system

(minimum dependencies) is desirable.

Minimizing

coupling allows the designer to know exactly where every
variable can be modified.

It is, therefore, desirable

to pass data from one module to another using parameter
lists.
Cohesion is the measure of functionality within a
module.

A strong cohesion is desirable in each module.

The goal is to ensure that within each module, every
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processing element is essential to the performance of a
single functions.
Control issues concern the fan-out of a module.
Fan-out is the number of modules controlled by a single
module.

It is desirable to minimize the number of

modules with high fan-out.

A module with a high fan-out

indicates that the module is doing too much.

It also

indicates that the module is probably performing more
than one function.
The next sections show the design of the train
control problem.

First, the object-oriented design

approach is described.

Second, the object-oriented

design approach is applied to the train control problem.
Object-Oriented Design
The final step in the object-oriented design
methodology developed by Booch (1983) is formalizing the
informal strategy.

Formalizing the strategy is composed

of the following steps:
1.

Identify objects and their attributes,

2.

Identify operations on the objects,

3.

Establish the interfaces,

4.

Implement the operations.

Identifying objects and their attributes is carried
out by extracting the nouns, along with any qualifying
adjectives, from the informal strategy.

The nouns
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correspond to objects and the qualifying adjectives
correspond to the attributes of these objects.
Identifying the operations on the objects is carried
out by extracting the verb phrases from the informal
strategy.

Each verb phrase corresponds to an operation

to be performed on an object.

The operations identified

must be associated with a particular object.

After

identifying the operations, the adverb phrases
associated with the operations are extracted from the
informal strategy.

The adverbial phrases correspond to

the attributes of the operations.

These attributes

provide information such as timing sequence, maximum
values, and control.
Establishing the interfaces formally describes the
relationships among the objects.

The interfaces define

the operations that may be performed on the objects.
The final step in formalizing the strategy is to
implement the operations identified in the desired
programming language.

The informal strategy assists the

implementation by specifying the sequence of control.
The adverbial phrases containing words such as
"continuously" and "asynchronously" may imply the
operation is to execute concurrently with other
operations.
It may become apparent during the formalization of
the strategy that additional objects and operations are
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required at the current level of implementation.

The

process of identifying new objects and operations is
repeated.
the design.

The new objects and operations are added to
The process concludes when no further

objects or operations are required in the solution.
An Application of Object-Oriented Design
The first step to formalizing the strategy is the
identification of the objects and their attributes.
objects and attributes are found mechanically by
underlining the nouns and adjectives in the informal
strategy.
A system is to be developed that will control
the speed of a toy train as it travels around a
circular track.

The train's speed is to be set

constant at its maximum speed until the ball is
released by the ball chute. The system will
asynchronously get the operator command to
release the ball.

The released ball will roll

along a rail located above the track.

The

system must continuously estimate the time at
which the ball will drop off the end of the
rail.

The speed of the train is to be

continuously determined and set such that the
ball lands in the cargo car of the train when
it drops off the rail.

After catching the

ball, the train is to travel back to the ball

The
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chute and stop.

The system will get the

operator command to continue the program on
another run or to terminate.

A set of 16

infrared sensors provide positional information
of the ball and the train.

Six of the sensors

are located along the rail and ten sensors are
located along the track.

The sensors are read

to determine their status.
The unique objects identified in the informal strategy
are:
Train's Speed
Ball Chute
Operator Command
Time
Set of 16 Sensors
The track and the rail are not included as objects
because the sixteen infrared sensors provide the
positional information which is passed to the other
objects.

The toy train and the ball are also not

included because these objects are transparent to the
solution of the problem.

The attributes of each object

can be summarized as:
Ball Chute
- holds ball at initial rail position
- releases ball
Operator Command
- to release ball, continue or terminate program
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Set of 16 Sensors
- stays off until a contact turns it on
- changes back to off when contact is broken
- six along rail, ten along track
Train's Speed
- maximum speed while ball is held in ball chute
- increased or decreased to catch ball
Time
represents time remaining until ball drops
The second step in formalizing the strategy is the
identification of the operations on the objects.

The

operations on the objects can also be found mechanically
by underlining the verb phrases that are in the informal
strategy.
A system is to be developed that will control
the speed of a toy train as it travels around a
circular track.

The train's speed is to be set

constant at its maximum speed until the ball is
released by the ball chute. The system will
asynchronously get the opera~or command to
release the ball.

The released ball will roll

along a rail located above the track.

The

system must continuously estimate the time at
which the ball will drop off the end of the
rail.

The speed of the train is to be

continuously determined and set such that the
ball lands in the cargo car of the train when
it drops off the rail.

After catching the

ball, the train is to travel back to the ball
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chute and stop.

The system will get the

operator command to continue the program on
another run or to terminate.

A set of 16

infrared sensors provide positional information
of the ball and the train.

Six of the sensors

are located along the rail and ten sensors are
located along the track.

The sensors are read

to determine their status.
From this process, the operations associated with the
identified objects are as follow:
Ball Chute
Hold_Ball
Release_Ball
Ball_Is_Released
Set of 16 Sensors
Read
Ball_Dropped
Train_At_Stop_Sensor
Train's Speed
Set_Train_Position
Determine_Speed
Set_Speed
Stop_Train
Time
Estimate_Drop_Time
Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time
Update_Ball_Times
Operator Command
Get
The third step of formalizing the strategy is
establishing the interfaces.

Figure 3 illustrates the

first cut design of the solution.
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The First Cut Train Control System Design
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The interfaces for the train control system show the
relationships among the defined objects.

The interface

definitions represent the specification section of the
packages making up each defined object.

The interfaces

are provided in ADA code:
PACKAGE Set_Of_Sensors_Package IS
PROCEDURE Read_Sensors

positions : OUT
Position_Type );

FUNCTION Ball_Dropped ( positions : IN
Position_Type) RETURN BOOLEAN;
Function Train_At_Stop_Sensor (position: IN
Position_Type) RETURN BOOLEAN;
END Set_Of_Sensors_Package;
WITH Calendar;
PACKAGE Time_Package IS
PROCEDURE Estimate_Drop_Time
( positions : IN Position_Type,
drop_time: OUT Time_Type );
PROCEDURE Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time;
PROCEDURE Update_Ball_Times;
END Time_PACKAGE;
PACKAGE Train_Speed_Package IS
TYPE Speed_Type IS PRIVATE;

PROCEDURE Set_Train_Position
( positions : IN Position_Type );
PROCEDURE Determine_Speed
( drop_time : IN Time_Type,
positions : IN Position_Type,
OUT Speed_Type);
speed
PROCEDURE Set_Speed (speed: IN Speed_Type );
PROCEDURE Stop_Train;
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END Train_Speed_Package;
PACKAGE Ball_Chute_Package IS

PROCEDURE Hold_Ball;
PROCEDURE Release_Ball;
END Ball_Chute_Package;
The final step of formalizing the strategy is
implementation of the defined operations.

The

implementation begins by defining the types specified by
the interfaces.

These types specify the classes of the

objects passed to the operations.

The track and the

rail are to be implemented as a record.

The importance

of these objects is to store the positional information
of the train and the ball supplied by the sensors.

The

record definition is:
SUBTYPE Word_Type IS LONG_INTEGER RANGE o •• 16#FFFF#;
TYPE Position_Type IS RECORD

rail_position

Word_Type;

track_position

Word_Type;

reading_time

: Calendar.Time;

END RECORD;

Reading_Time is added to the record to record the time at
which the sensor reading was taken.

A record structure

is also needed to store the estimated time until the ball
will drop off the rail.

The record structure is:

TYPE Time_Type IS RECORD

time_til_drop

DURATION;
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time_of_computation

Calendar.Time;

END RECORD;

Time_of_computation is added to the record to record the
time at which the computation was performed.

These

record definitions are placed in the train control system
library to make them visible to all packages of the train
control system.

Position and drop_time objects are added

to the main module as instances of the defined records:
positions
drop_time

: Position_Type;
Time_Type;

The implementation process continues with the
implementation of the main module.

The presentation of

the implementation differs from the presentation used by
Booch (1983).
in ADA code.

Booch presents an implementation directly
The implementation for the train control

system at this level of design is presented using
structured English.

Translating the structured English

to ADA code is presented in the next chapter.

The

structured English implementation of the main module of
the train control system is shown on the next page.
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BEGIN

/* Train Control System*/

WHILE program_not_complete
Set Speed USING "maximum_train_speed"
Hold Ball

< prompt user to hit return to release ball>
WHILE NOT user_hit_key

SET positions WITH Read Sensors
Set Train Position USING positions
END WHILE
Release Ball
WHILE ball_has_not_dropped_off_rail
SET positions WITH Read Sensors
SET drop_time WITH Estimate Drop Time
$
USING positions
SET speed WITH Determine Speed USING
$
positions, drop_time
Set Speed USING speed
SET ball_has_dropped WITH Ball Dropped
$
USING positions
END WHILE

WHILE train_not_at_stop_sensor
SET positions WITH Read Sensors
END WHILE
Stop Train

< prompt user to try again>
GET user_command FROM Keyboard
SET program_not_complete TO
$
user_command = "continue"
END WHILE

END

/* Train Control System*/
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With the main module defined, each of the packages
can be implemented.

As with the main module, each of the

packages are specified using structured English.

The

structured English for the modules in each package is
given in Appendix A.

The structured English forms are

arranged alphabetically by module name.

Each structured

English form specifies the module name, the package name,
data passed to and from the module, and the logic used in
the module.
At this point of formalizing the strategy, it is
apparent that an additional object must be added to the
system.

Each of the sensors are read as a digital input.

The sixteen sensors are taken to be a sixteen-bit word.
Bits zero through nine correspond to the sensors along
the track, and bits ten through fifteen correspond to the
sensors along the rail.

When a sensor is off, its

corresponding bit is set to a zero.

When a sensor is on,

its corresponding bit is set to a one.

The digital

reading of the sensor word is to be controlled by a
digital to analog converter card.

The digital to analog

converter is also used to apply voltages to the solenoid
to hold and release the ball and to the track to control
the speed of the train.

The interface for the object

digital to analog converter is:

PACKAGE Digital_Analog_Package IS
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TYPE Device_Type IS ( solenoid, track);
FUNCTION Read_Sensor_Status RETURN Word_Type;
PROCEDURE Write_Voltage_Data
( voltage : IN DURATION;
device : IN Device_Type );
END Digital_Analog_Package;
The structured English for the digital to analog package
is included in Appendix A.

Figure 5 illustrates the

final train control system design.
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Figure 4.

The Final Train Control System Design

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRAIN CONTROL PROBLEM
The final phase of the software development cycle is
the implementation phase.

During the implementation

phase, the design created in the design phase is
converted into executable source code.

The goal of the

implementation phase is to produce executable code that
is error-free and may be readily understood by people
other than the program's author (Metzger 1981).
According to Sommerville (1985), the two
methodologies that can be used to develop programs from a
software design are top-down and bottom-up.

Top-down

coding starts by coding the top-level of the design
hierarchy and representing the lower-levels by stubs
which simulate their function.

After the top-level has

been implemented, coding proceeds to the next lower-level
modules, stubbing the modules called by these lower-level
modules.

The process is complete when the unit modules

(modules that do not call other modules) have been coded.
Bottom-up development is the reverse process of the
top-down development.

Implementation begins at the unit

modules and proceeds up the hierarchy until the complete
system is built.

Using this technique requires the
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development of driver routines that test the coded
modules.
Sommerville (1985) states that the top-down
development approach is superior because the resulting
program is more readable and more reliable than programs
implemented using the bottom-up approach.

Sommerville

further states that the bottom-up approach results in
local optimization at the expense of system quality
because the programmer does not have the opportunity to
view the entire system.

The system is seen simply as a

collection of parts.
Regardless of the approach used, program style
determines the readability of the code.

Although there

are no rigid rules specifying programming style, there
are guidelines which can be followed to improve program
readability.

These guidelines address the naming of

objects, the structure of programs, and program layout
(Sommerville 1985).
The name of an object in a program should correspond
to the name of its associated real world entity.

The

train control system must determine the speed needed for
the train to catch the ball dropping off the end of the
rail.

The name for the speed object is train_speed.

The

program must also convert the speed to a voltage to be
applied to the train's track.

The procedure name should,

therefore, be Convert_Train_Speed_To_Volts.

Using names
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like train_speed and Convert_Train_Speed_To_Volts removes
any doubt as to what the objects are used for.

A poor

programming technique is to use short cryptic
abbreviations or single-letter identifiers.
The implementation of the design should use the
fundamental control constructs identified as:
Sequence:
Begin - End
Selection:
If - Then - Else
Case
Repetition:
While - Do
Repeat - Until
Pfleeger (1987) points out that using only these
constructs makes programs easier to read and follow and
minimizes uncontrolled branching.

These constructs also

produce code which retains a linearity of control flow
(Fairly 1985).

The flow of the code is from the top of

the module down to the bottom of the module.

A program

not using these constructs can leave the reader of the
program jumping wildly through the code, wondering if the
correct sequence of instructions has been followed.
Program layout also affects the readability of the
code.

The code should make use of indentation,

parentheses, blank spaces, blank lines, reserve word
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highlighting and borders around blocks of comments.

The

important aspect of program layout is to guide the eye of
the reader through the code.

Even a small module can

become incomprehensible if good program layout is not
used.
The following sections provide the implementation of
the train control system using ADA as the target
language.
Implementing an Object-Oriented Design
The implementation of an object-oriented design
follows the top-down development methodology.
Implementation begins with the main module.

The

procedures called by the main module are stubbed.

These

procedures may be procedures within the main module or
part of a package.

After the implementation of the main

module, the process continues with the implementation of
the procedures that were stubbed.

The stubbed modules

that form part of the main module are implemented first.
Once these modules are coded, the process continues by
implementing the stubs that are part of packages.

The

stubbed modules are implemented by stubbing the modules
it calls.

The implementation process is complete once

all the modules have been coded.
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An ADA Implementation
As described in the previous section ..timplementation
begins with the coding of the main module.

Using the

structured English for the main module as a guide, the
code for the main module is:
With Text_IO, Time_Package, Train_Lib, Set Of Sensors,
Calendar, Train_Speed_Package, Tty;
USE

Text_IO, Time_Package, Train_Lib, Set_Of_Sensors,
Train_Speed_Package;

Procedure Train_Control_System is
: String ( 1. .3 ) ;
user_command
natural;
count
BOOLEAN:= TRUE;
another_run
ball_has_dropped : BOOLEAN;
Position_Type;
positions
:
Time_Type;
drop_time
FLOAT;
speed
CHARACTER;
in_char
BEGIN

Train_Control_System

WHILE another_run LOOP

Set_Speed ( 13.0 );
Hold_Ball;
PUT_LINE ( "Hit any key to release the ball: " );
WHILE NOT Tty.Char_Ready LOOP
Read Sensors (positions);
Set_Train_Position (positions);
END LOOP;
in_char := tty.get;

NEW_LINE ( 2) ;
Release Ball;
Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time ( drop_time );
ball_has_dropped := FALSE;
WHILE NOT ball_has_dropped LOOP
Read_Sensors (positions);
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Estimate_time_til_drop (positions, drop_time );
Determine_Speed ( drop_time, positions, Speed);
Set_Speed (speed);
ball_has_dropped := Ball_Dropped (positions);
END LOOP; -- while not ball_dropped
Set_Speed ( 15.0 );
WHILE NOT Train_At_Stop_Sensor (positions) LOOP
Read_Sensors (positions);
END LOOP;
Stop_Train;
Update_Ball_Times;
PUT ("Enter c to try again, q to quit: ");
Get_Line ( user_command, count);
another_run := user_command(l) = 'c';
END LOOP;
END Train_Control_System;
At this level of implementation, it is appropriate
to implement the Train_Library.

The Train_Library

contains the data structure definitions which must be
used by the main module as well as the other packages.
The code for the Train_Library is:
WITH Text_IO;
PACKAGE Int_IO is new text_io.integer_io (integer);

WITH Unchecked_Conversion, Calendar;
WITH Text_IO;
PACKAGE Train_Lib IS
SUBTYPE Word_Type IS Long_Integer RANGE 0 .. 16#FFFF#;
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TYPE Position_Type IS
RECORD

track_position
INTEGER;
rail_position
INTEGER;
reading_time
: Calendar.Time;
END RECORD;
TYPE Time_Type IS
RECORD

compute_time : Calendar.Time;
seconds
DURATION;
END RECORD;
PACKAGE Word_IO is NEW Text_IO.Integer_IO

( Word_type ) ;
FUNCTION Word_To_Integer IS NEW Unchecked_Conversion
(source=> Word_Type, target=> INTEGER);
FUNCTION Integer_To_Word IS NEW Unchecked_Conversion
(source=> INTEGER, target=> Word_Type );
END Train_Lib;

The order of implementation of the remaining modules
is:

Initialize_Ball_Drop_time
Read_Sensors
Set_Train_Position
Estimate_Drop_Time
Determine_Speed
Set_Speed
Ball_Dropped
Train_At_Stop_Sensors
Update_Ball_Times
Stop_Train
Hold_Ball
Release_Ball
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This order was chosen to reduce the functionality of the
required stubs.

If the Read_Sensor module were to be

coded last, a large and complex algorithm would be needed
to simulate the function required of that module.

It is

easier to code the Read_Sensor module than it would be to
create the simulation algorithm.

Because holding and

releasing the ball from the solenoid is an easy process,
the Hold_Ball and Release_Ball modules are coded last.
The resulting code for these remaining modules is
provided in Appendix B.

OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT EVALUATION
Evaluating the object-oriented development
methodology requires two steps.

The first step specifies

the advantages and disadvantages of using the objectoriented development methodology.

These advantages and

disadvantages are derived by evaluating the methodology
with respect to the principles of software design.

The

second step in evaluating the object-oriented development
methodology is comparing it to a different development
methodology.

The comparison will be made with the

structured systems development methodology.

The

structured systems development methodology was used by
another researcher to solve the train control problem
{Seldenright 1988).

The results of that study are

compared to the results obtained using the objectoriented development methodology.

The following sections

discuss the steps described to evaluate the objectoriented development methodology.
Advantages and Disadvantages of
Object-Oriented Development
The main advantage of the object-oriented
development methodology is its ability to incorporate
many of the fundamental principles of software design.
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Fairley (1985) states that the fundamental concepts of
software design include abstraction, structure,
information hiding, modularity, localization,
concurrency, verification, and design aesthetics.
Abstraction, structure, information hiding, modularity,
and localization are part of the basic building blocks of
the object-oriented development methodology.

The

methodology identifies the abstract objects at each level
of the solution, defines the appropriate operations on
the abstract objects, and then develops a module or
package that hides the implementation details.

The

resulting module or package of modules acquires a high
degree of maintainability and reusability.

It is

maintainable due to the localization of the objects.
Changes to the implementation of the objects require no
change to the other parts of the system which access
these objects.

The module or package can be reused in

any system which requires the same abstract object.
An object-oriented design can be verified by showing
that the resulting design satisfies the customer's
requirements.

Aesthetics, although difficult to define,

can easily be recognized.

Design aesthetics can be

added to an object-oriented design as easily as in any
other design approach.
Identification of concurrency is one of the
disadvantages of the object-oriented methodology.
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Although Booch (1983) provides diagrams to represent
logical concurrency, very little guidance is provided by
the object-oriented approach itself.
Another disadvantage of the object-oriented
methodology is that its detailed design specification is
informal.

The specification or problem definition

entails the development of an informal strategy.
Developing a complete description of a problem is
difficult in any development approach, but with the lack
of structure and the ambiguity of using natural language,
it is even more difficult.

This difficulty becomes most

evident in the development of a large, complex system.
There is no clear guidance as to how the informal
strategy would be applied to a large system having many
interacting functions.

Therefore, the natural language

description is likely to contain errors, omissions, and
inconsistencies (Sommerville 1985).
Comparison of Object-Oriented and
Structure Systems Development Methodologies
One of the main differences between object-oriented
development and structured systems development
methodologies is the degree of support for other phases
of the software development life cycle.

The object-

oriented approach is almost exclusively concerned with
the design phase.

For small systems, such as the train

control system, the informal strategy can be viewed as
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the analysis phase.

As discussed in the last section,

this is not the case for the development of a large
system.

For a large system, some form of analysis must

be performed before using the object-oriented development
approach.

The structured systems development methodology

provides good integration with the other phases of the
software development life cycle (Kelly 1987).
The underlying philosophy of the two methodologies is
also different.

Object-oriented development partitions

the design into objects and then designs the modules and
their interfaces.

Structured systems development

partitions the design into actions and then determines
the clustering structure needed.

Because the object-

oriented approach partitions the design into objects
first, data abstraction and information hiding are easily
incorporated into the design at early stages of
development.

These objects can account for a fairly

large amount of code.

The structure systems development

approach considers data abstraction and information
hiding in later stages of development.

The code

associated with these objects account for a small amount
of code.

The structured systems development approach

places its emphasis in the abstraction of the needed
algorithm.

Therefore, maintainability and reusability

are more likely to be obtained using the object-oriented
approach.
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The structured systems development approach is much
more graphical than the object-oriented development
approach.

The structured approach uses data flow

diagrams in the analysis phase and structure charts in
the design phase.

These graphical aids provide a base

for the documentation of the system.

People, other than

the author of the design, can understand the system
rather quickly by looking through the data flow diagrams
and the structure charts.

Booch (1986) provides a small

set of symbols that can be used to describe the
properties of an object.

The drawback to a large

quantity of graphical aids is the maintenance required
when the system is to be modified.

For example, simply

changing the name of a variable could result in a number
of structure charts having to be changed.

Changing the

structure charts is not desirable if they are maintained
by hand.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
STRUCTURED ENGLISH FORMS FOR THE
TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEM
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Module Name:
Package Name:

Ball Dropped
Set Of Sensors

Inputs: positions
Returns: boolean
BEGIN

/* Ball Dropped*/

IF ( positions.rail_position
RETURN ( "true" )
ELSE
RETURN ( "false" )
END IF
END

/* Ball Dropped*/

=

"last rail sensor" )
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Module Name: Determine Speed
Package Name: Train Speed Package
Inputs: drop_time, position
Returns: desired_velocity
BEGIN/* Determine Speed*/
SET time_til_drop TO drop_time.compute_time +
$
drop_time.seconds - Calendar.Clock
SET distance_to_chute WITH Get Distance To Chute
SET desired_velocity TO distance_to_chute /
$
time_til_drop
RETURN ( desired_velocity

END/* Determine Speed*/
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Module Name: Estimate Drop Time
Package Name: Time Package
Inputs: positions, drop_time
Returns: drop_time
BEGIN/* Estimate Time Til Drop*/

IF

positions.rail_position /= "no_signal" )
SET drop_time.seconds TO rail_times (time_index)
SET drop_time.compute_time TO
$
positions.reading_time

ELSE

SET drop_time.seconds TO drop_time.seconds +
$
drop_time.compute_time - Calendar.Clock
SET drop_time.compute_time TO Calendar.Clock
END IF
RETURN ( drop_time)

END/* Estimate Time Til Drop*/
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Module Name: Get Distance To Chute
Package Name: Train Speed Package
Inputs: positions
Returns: distance_to_chute_drop
BEGIN/* Get Distance To Chute
IF

positions.track_position /= last_position)
SET last_position TO positions.track_position
SET last_reading_time TO positions.reading_time

END IF
SET time_from sensor TO Calendar.Clock $
last_reading_time
SET distance_from_sensor TO time_from_sensor *
$
last_velocity
SET distance_to_chute_drop TO "track_circumference"
$
(last_position • "track_length" +
$
distance_from_sensor
RETURN ( distance_to_chute_drop)
END/* Get Distance To Chute*/
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Module Name:

Get Rail Sensor Number

Package Name: Set Of Sensors
Inputs: status
Returns: sensor number
BEGIN

/* Get Rail Sensor Number*/

SET temp_status TO status SHIFT RIGHT 10
FOR i = 1 TO 6
IF ( temp_status = 1)
RETURN ( i )
END IF
SET temp_status TO temp_status SHIFT RIGHT 1
END FOR
RETURN ( 0)
END/* Get Rail Sensor Number*/
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Module Name:

Get Train Sensor Number

Package Name: Set Of Sensors
Inputs:
status
Returns: sensor number
BEGIN

/* Get Train Sensor Number*/

SET temp_status TO status AND 3FF
FOR i = 1 TO 10
IF ( temp_status = 1)
RETURN ( i )
END IF
SET temp_status TO temp_status SHIFT RIGHT 1
END FOR
RETURN

0)

END/* Get Train Sensor Number*/
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Module Name:
Package Name:

Initialize Ball Drop Time
Time Package

Inputs: drop_time
Returns: drop_time
BEGIN/* Initialize Ball Drop Time*/
SET drop_time.seconds TO "ball drop time from chute"
SET drop_time.compute_time TO Calendar.Clock
SET start_time TO drop_time.compute_time
RETURN ( drop_time)
END/* Initialze Ball Drop Time*/
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Module Name:
Package Name:

Read Sensor Status
A To D Package

Inputs: none
Returns: sensor_status
BEGIN

/* Read Sensor Status*/

< set a to d converter board to binary mode>
SET sensor_status TO "contents of binary read
$
register"
RETURN ( sensor_status)
END/* Read Sensor Status*/

l
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Module Name:

Read Sensors

Package Name: Set Of Sensors
Inputs: none
Returns: positions
BEGIN

/* Read Sensors*/

SET status WITH Read Sensor Status
SET positions.reading_time WITH Calendar.Clock
SET positions.track_J>osition WITH Get Train Sensor
$
Number USING status
SET positions.railJ>osition WITH Get Rail Sensor
$
Number USING status
RETURN ( positions

END/* Read Sensors*/
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Module Name:

Set Speed

Package Name: Train Speed Package
Inputs: speed
Returns: none
BEGIN

-- Set Speed

< search speed table for the range that input speed>
< falls between>
IF speed> "max_train_speed"
SET voltage TO "max_voltage"
SET last_velocity TO "max_speed"
ELSE

< use interpelation to determine voltage>
SET last_velocity TO speed
END IF

Write Voltage Data USING voltage, "track device"
END/* Set Speed*/
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Module Name:
Package Name:

Set Train Position
Train Speed Package

Inputs: positions
Returns: none
BEGIN/* Set Train Position
IF positions.track_position >= "extra lap sensor"
SET add_extra_lap TO "true"
ELSE

SET add_extra_lap TO "false"
END IF

SET last_position TO positions.track_position
SET last_reading_time TO positions.reading_time
END/* Set Train Position*/
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Module Name:

Stop Train

Package Name: Train Speed Package
Inputs: none
Returns: none
BEGIN

/* Stop Train*/

Write Voltage Data USING "O volts", "track devive"
END/* Stop Train*/
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Module Name:

Train At Stop Sensor

Package Name:

Set Of Sensors

Inputs: positions
Returns: boolean
BEGIN

/* Train At Stop Sensor*/

IF ( positions.track_position = "stop sensor" }
RETURN

( "true" }

ELSE
RETURN ( "false" )
END IF
END

/* Train At Stop Sensor*/
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Module Name:
Package Name:

Write Voltage Data
A To D Package

Inputs: voltage, device_name
Returns: none
BEGIN/* Write Voltage Data*/

< set a to d converter board to analog mode>
< convert input voltage to appropriate>
< applied_voltage for the a to d converter>
SET "analog write register" TO applied_voltage
END/* Write Voltage Data*/
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Module Name:
Package Name:

Update Ball Times
Time Package

Inputs: none
Returns: none
BEGIN/* Update Ball Times*/
SET delta_time TO stop_time - start_time
< search ball table for total drop time closest to>
< delta time>
SET time_index TO "index found in table search"
END/* Update Ball Times*/

APPENDIX B
ADA SOURCE CODE FOR THE
TRAIN CONTROL SYSTEM
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WITH Train_Lib;

USE

Train_Lib;

PACKAGE A_To_D_Package is

TYPE Device_Type IS ( track, solenoid);
FUNCTION Read_Sensor_Status RETURN Word_Type;
PROCEDURE Write_Voltage_Data
( voltage
IN FLOAT;
device : IN Device_Type);
END A_To_D_Package;
WITH Train_Lib, Port, bit_ops;

USE

Train_Lib, bit_ops;

PACKAGE BODY A_To_D_Package IS

Binary_Read_Write_Register_Offset
Word_Type := 16#2000#;
Analog_Write_Control_Register_Offset :
Word_Type := 16#1000#;
Analog_Write_Register_Offset
Word_Type := 16#3000#;
Base_Address
Word_Type := 16#02E2#;
Select_High_Order_Byte: Word_Type := 16#0001#;
Analog_Device_Code
integer:= 16#0009#;
Binary_Device_Code
integer:= 16#0008#;
Issac_Device_No_Register_Offset :
CONSTANT := 16#C000#;
TYPE IO_Type IS ( Analog, Binary);
PROCEDURE Init_Device ( mode : IN IO_Type) IS

Init Device will initialize the a to d card for -either analog or digital operations.

port_address : Word_Type := Base_Address +
Issac_Device_No_Register_Offset;
BEGIN

-- Init_Device

CASE mode IS
WHEN Analog=>

Port.Out_Word
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Word_To_Integer ( port_address ) ,
Analog_Device_Code );
WHEN Binary=>
Port.Out_Word (
Word_To_Integer ( port_address),
Binary_Device_Code );
END Case;

FOR i in 1 .. 2000 LOOP
-- delay to insure
-- initialization
NULL;
END LOOP;
END Init_Device;

--------------------------------------------------------FUNCTION Read_Binary_Data RETURN Word_Type IS

data : INTEGER;
port_address : Word_Type := Base_Address +
Binary_Read_Write_Register_Offset;
BEGIN

Read_Binary_Data

data := Port.In_Word (
Word_To_Integer ( port_address ) ) ;
IF data< 0 THEN
RETURN ( 16#FFFF# +
Integer_To_Word (data) + 1 );
ELSE
RETURN
Integer_To_Word (data) ) ;
END IF;
END Read_Binary_Data;

FUNCTION Read_Sensor_Status RETURN Word_Type IS
sensor_status
NO_SIGNAL
temp_status
bad reading
:
bits_set_count

Word_Type := 16#0000#;
Word_Type := 16#0000#;
Word_Type;
BOOLEAN;
: INTEGER;

BEGIN -- Read_Sensor_Status
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Init_Device (mode=> Binary);
sensor_status := Read_Binary_Data;
RETURN ( sensor_status);
END Read_Sensor_Status;

---------------------------------------------

FUNCTION Convert Volts To Data

-

- -

voltage_range
voltage_offset
temp
return_value
:
BEGIN

voltage : IN FLOAT}
RETURN INTEGER IS

FLOAT:= 20.0;
FLOAT:= 10.0;
FLOAT;
INTEGER;

-- Convert_Volts To Data

temp := (voltage+ voltage_offset
* 4096.0;
temp:= temp/ voltage_range;
return_value .- INTEGER ( temp+ 0.5 ) ;
RETURN ( return_value);

END Convert_Volts_To_Data;
PROCEDURE Write_Analog_Data
( device : IN Device_Type;
applied_voltage
IN INTEGER

IS

port_address

: Word_Type := Base_Address +
Analog_Write_Register_Offset;
control address: Word_Type := Base_Address +
Analog_Write_Control_Register_Offset;
channel

BEGIN

: INTEGER;

-- Write_Analog_Data

channel := Device_Type'POS (device);
Port.Out Word (
Word To Integer ( control_address
, SHL (-channel, 8 } ) ;
Port.Out_Word

Word_To_Integer ( port_address ) ,
applied_voltage);

END Write_Analog_Data;

---------------------------------------
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PROCEDURE Write_Voltage_Data ( voltage : IN FLOAT;
device : IN Device_Type) IS
applied_voltage: INTEGER;
BEGIN -- Write_Voltage_Data
Init_Device (mode=> Analog);
applied_voltage :=
Convert_Volts_To_Data (voltage);
Write_Analog_Data ( device, applied_voltage );
END Write_Voltage_Data;

END A_To_D_Package;
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WITH Train_Lib;
USE Train_Lib;
PACKAGE Set_Of_Sensors IS
PROCEDURE Read_Sensors ( positions : OUT
Position_Type );
FUNCTION Ball_Dropped ( positions : IN
Position_Type) RETURN BOOLEAN;
FUNCTION Train_At_Stop_Sensor ( positions : IN
Position_Type) RETURN BOOLEAN;
END Set_Of_Sensors;
WITH Text_IO, Int_IO, A_To_D_Package, Train_Lib, Bit_ops,
Calendar;
USE Text_IO, Int_IO, A_To_D_Package, Train_Lib, Bit_Ops;
PACKAGE BODY Set_Of_Sensors IS
FUNCTION Ball_Dropped ( positions : IN
Position_Type
RETURN BOOLEAN IS

LAST RAIL_SENSOR
return_value

CONSTANT:= 6;
BOOLEAN;

BEGIN -- Ball_Dropped
return value := positions.rail_position =
LAST_RAIL_SENSOR;
RETURN ( return_value );

END Ball_Dropped;
FUNCTION Train At Stop Sensor ( positions : IN
Position_Type) RETURN BOOLEAN IS
STOP_SENSOR
return_value

CONSTANT:= 5;
BOOLEAN;

BEGIN -- Train_At_Stop_Sensor
return value:= positions.track_position =
STOP _SENSOR;
RETURN ( return_value );
END Train_At_Stop_Sensor;
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----------------------------------------------FUNCTION Get_Train_Sensor_Number ( status : IN
Word_Type) RETURN INTEGER IS

return_value
temp_status

INTEGER:= O;
Word_Type := status AND 16#3ff#;

BEGIN -- Get Train Sensor Number

-

-

-

FOR i in 1 .. 10 LOOP
IF ( temp_status = 1 ) THEN
return_value := i;
END IF;
temp_status .- SHR ( temp_status, 1 );
END LOOP;
PUT ("Rail position: "); put ( return_value );
new_line;
RETURN ( return_value );
END Get_Train_Sensor_Number;

FUNCTION Get_Rail_Sensor_Number ( status : IN
Word_Type) RETURN INTEGER IS
return_value
temp_status

INTEGER:= O;
Word_Type := SHR ( status, 10 ) ;

BEGIN -- Get_Rail_Sensor_Number
FOR i in 1 .. 6 LOOP
IF ( temp_status = 1) THEN
return_value := i;
END IF;
temp_status := SHR ( temp_status, 1 ) ;
END LOOP;
PUT ("Track position: "); put ( return_value);
new_line;
RETURN ( return_value );
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END Get_Rail_Sensor_Number;

-------------------------------------------------------PROCEDURE Read_Sensors

positions : OUT
Position_Type) IS

status : Word_Type;
BEGIN

-- Read_Sensors

status := Read_Sensor_Status;
positions.reading_time := Calendar.Clock;
positions.track_position :=
Get_Train_Sensor_Number (status);
positions.rail_position :=
Get_Rail_Sensor_Number (status);
END Read_Sensors;
END Set_Of_Sensors;
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WITH Train_Lib, Calendar;
USE Train_Lib;
PACKAGE Time_Package IS
PROCEDURE Estimate_Time_Til_Drop
( positions : IN Position_Type;
drop_time : IN OUT Time_Type ) ;
PROCEDURE Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time
( drop_time : IN OUT Time Type);
PROCEDURE Update_Ball_Times;
END Time_Package;
WITH Calendar, Int_io, Flt_io, Text_io;
USE Calendar, Int_io, Flt_io, Text_io;

PACKAGE BODY Time_Package IS
LAST_RAIL_SENSOR
CONSTANT INTEGER := 6:
last_time
Calendar.Time;
table_index
: INTEGER:= 2;
start_time
Calendar.Time;
stop_time
Calendar.Time;
TYPE Rail_Sensor_Array IS ARRAY
( O.. LAST_RAIL_SENSOR) OF DURATION;
TYPE Rail_Sensor_Table IS ARRAY ( 1 .. 5) OF
Rail_Sensor_Array;
rail_times : Rail_Sensor_Table;
PROCEDURE Estimate_Time_Til_Drop
( positions : IN Position_Type;
drop_time : IN OUT Time_Type) IS
temp_time
NO_SIGNAL
time_index

Calendar.Time;

INTEGER:= O;
INTEGER:= positions.rail_position;

BEGIN -- Estimate_Time_Til_Drop
IF

positions.rail_position /= NO_SIGNAL) THEN

drop time.seconds := rail_times
(table_index) (time_index);
drop_time.compute_time :=
positions.reading_time;
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IF positions.rail_position = 6 THEN
stop_time .- positions.reading_time;
END IF;

ELSE
temp_time := Calendar.Clock;
drop_time.seconds := ( drop_time.seconds +
drop_time.compute_time) temp time;
drop_time.compute_time ~- temp_time;

END IF;
END Estimate_Time_Til_Drop;

PROCEDURE Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time
( drop_time : IN OUT Time_Type

IS

chute_sensor_number : INTEGER := O;
BEGIN -- Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time
rail_times (1) :=
( 12.8, 9.39, 7.53, 5.53, 3.3, 1.37, 0.0);
rail_times (2) :=
( 12.25, 8.873, 7.075, 5.273, 3.12, 1.282,
0. 0 ) ;

rail_times (3) :=
( 11.847, 8.497, 6.753, 5.017, 2.983, 1.227,
0. 0 ) ;

rail_times (4) :=
( 11.48, 8.4, 6.64, 4.94~ 2.96, 1.26, 0.0 );
rail_times (5) :=
( 10.83, 7.91, 6.238, 4.613, 2.818, 1.208,
0. 0 ) ;
drop_time.seconds

:= rail_times (table_index)
(chute_sensor_number);
drop_time.compute_time := Calendar.Clock;
start_time := drop_time.compute_time;

END Initialize_Ball_Drop_Time;

----------------------------------------PROCEDURE Update_Ball_Times IS
delta_time
DURATION;
diff
: DURATION:= 10.0;

-
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BEGIN -- Update_Ball_Times
delta_time := stop_time - start_time;
IF delta_time < 14.0 THEN
FOR i in 1 .. 5 LOOP
IF abs(delta_time - rail_times (i) (0) )
< diff THEN
table_index := i;
diff := abs ( delta_time rail_times (i) (0) ) ;
END IF;
END LOOP;
END IF;
END Update_Ball_Times;
END Time_Package;
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WITH Train_Lib;
USE Train_Lib;
PACKAGE Train_Speed_Package IS
PROCEDURE Deterrnine_Speed
( drop_tirne
positions
speed

IN Tirne_Type;
IN Position_Type;
OUT FLOAT ) ;

PROCEDURE Set_Train_Position
( positions : IN Position_Type );
PROCEDURE Set_Speed (speed: IN FLOAT);
PROCEDURE Stop_Train;
END Train_Speed_Package;
WITH Train_Lib, Calendar, Text_io, int_io,
flt_io, A_To_D_Package;
USE Train_Lib, Calendar, Text_io, int_io,
flt_io, A_To_D_Package;

PACKAGE BODY Train_Speed_Package IS
last_sensor_distance: FLOAT;
bad_distance
BOOLEAN;
last_distance
FLOAT;
last_reading_tirne
Calendar.Time;
last_velocity
FLOAT;
last_position
INTEGER;
add_extra_lap
BOOLEAN;
Max_Train_Speed
FLOAT:= 17.9302;
Max_Train_Voltage : FLOAT:= 9.995;

PROCEDURE Set_Train_Position
( positions : IN Position_Type) IS

BEGIN
IF positions.track_position /= 0 THEN
add extra lap:= positions.track_position

-

-

>= 8;

last_position := positio~s:track_po~itio~;
last_reading_tirne := pos1t1ons.read1ng_t1rne;
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END IF;
last_sensor_distance := 0.0;
bad_distance := FALSE;
END Set_Train_Position;

---------------------------------FUNCTION Valid_Next_Position
( next_position: IN INTEGER) RETURN BOOLEAN IS
return_value : BOOLEAN;
BEGIN -- Valid_next_position
IF ( next_position = O) THEN
return_value := FALSE;
ELSIF add_extra_lap THEN
return_value .- next_position <= 3;
ELSE
return_value := next_position >
last_position;
END IF;
RETURN ( return_value );
END Valid_Next_position;

FUNCTION Get_Distance_To_Chute
( positions : IN Position_Type) RETURN FLOAT IS

tirne_frorn_sensor
distance_frorn_sensor
track_circurnference
track_length
return_distance
temp

DURATION;
FLOAT;
FLOAT:= 138.23;
: FLOAT:= 13.823;
FLOAT;
FLOAT;

BEGIN -- Get_Distance_To_Chute

IF Valid Next Position
- (positions.track_position) THEN
last__position
:=
positions.track__position;
last_reading_time := positions.reading_tirne;
last_sensor_distance := 0.0;
IF ( ( add_extra_lap) AND
( positions.trackyosition <= 3 ) ) THEN
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add_extra_lap := FALSE;
END IF;
END IF;
time_from_sensor := Calendar.Clock last_reading_time;
distance_from_sensor :=
FLOAT ( time from sensor) *
last_velocity;
IF distance_from_sensor <
last sensor_distance THEN
distance_from_sensor :=
last_sensor_distance;
else
last_sensor_distance := distance_from_sensor;
END IF;
temp:= FLOAT ( last_position - 1 );
return_distance := (track circumference+ 1.5) (temp* track_length + distance_from_sensor);
IF add_extra_lap THEN
return_distance := return_distance +
track_circumference;
END IF;

bad_distance := bad_distance OR
return_distance < 0.0;
IF bad_distance THEN
return_distance := 0.0;
END IF;
RETURN ( return_distance );

END Get_Distance_To_Chute;

---------------------------------------------PROCEDURE Determine_Speed
( drop_time
positions
speed
time_til_drop

IN Time_Type;
IN Position_Type;
OUT FLOAT) IS

DURATION:=
( drop_time.compute_time +
drop_time.seconds ) -
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Calendar.Clock;
distance to chute
FLOAT;
desired_;el;city : FLOAT;
BEGIN -- Determine_Speed
distance_to_chute :=
Get_Distance_To Chute (positions);
IF positions.track_position /= O THEN
put("det_speed: ");
put(positions.track_position );put("
put ( last_position );
new_line;
END IF;

");

IF ( FLOAT(time_til_drop) > 0.0) THEN
desired_velocity := distance_to_chute /
FLOAT ( time_til_drop ). ;
ELSE
desired_velocity := 0.0;
END IF;

speed:= desired_velocity;
END Determine_Speed;

PROCEDURE Set_Speed (speed: IN FLOAT) IS
TYPE Speed_Voltage_Array IS ARRAY
( INTEGER RANGE 0 .. 10 ) OF FLOAT;
speed_table : Speed_Voltage_Array :=
( 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3.1118, 6.0, 9.805, 13.245,
15.6298, 17.422, 17.7896, 17.9302 );
index: INTEGER:= 10;
voltage : FLOAT;
BEGIN -- Set_Speed
WHILE (index>= 3) AND
( sp eed< speed_table (index)
index:= index - 1;
END LOOP;

) LOOP

IF index= 10 THEN
:= Max_Train_Voltage;
voltage
last_velocity := Max_Train_Speed;
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ELSIF index= 2 THEN
voltage
: = 3. 0;
last_velocity := 3.1118;
ELSE
index )
voltage .speed - speed_table
/
speed_table ( index + 1 ) speed table ( index ) ) +
FLOAT- ( index ) ;
last_velocity .- speed;
END IF;

Write_Voltage_Data

voltage=> voltage,
device=> track);

END Set_Speed;
PROCEDURE Stop_Train IS
BEGIN -- Stop_Train
Write_Voltage_Data
END Stop_Train;
END Train_Speed_Package;

voltage=> 0.0,
device=> track);

)
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